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This paper examines cultural and organisational dimensions of networking.
Subgroup s within online environmental networks use collective action frames to
commu nicate their vision of the world and to distinguish themselves from other
subgroup s. We suggest that online activist networks are structured as fields where
incumbents and newcomers contest the primacy of issues. Using a combination of
hyperlink and text analysis (detailed in Ackland et al 2006), we determine the
existence of specific dialects for each subgroup and assess to what extent these
differences are reflected by their hyperlinking behaviour. Nanotechnology - or the
science of technology development at the atomic level - is increasingly being used
in a range of industries including textiles and agriculture. While nano - proponent s
emphasise benefits such as increased food yields and novel consumer goods,
nanotechnology has also generated concerns about implications for population
health and safety. Using the example of the diffusion of the contestation of
nanotechnology, we show that online environmental organisations vary widely in
their adoption of new issues, based upon their relative network prominence, length
of presence in the field, and socio- cultural identity. However these divisions do not
necessarily constitute an obstacle to the overall development of the environmen tal
activist network.
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1. Introduction
Social networks have long been recognised as playing a central role in the formation
of social movements in general and environmental activist networks in particular,
whether in terms of recruitment of participants (Diani and Lodi 1988), internal
organisation (Ansell 2003) or transnational coalition - building (Rohrschneider and
Dalton 2002). Barry Wellman (2001) famously declared that “computer networks are
social networks”. It is clear that extensive use of the internet for communicative
and organisational purposes has been made by contem porary activist networks
such as the global justice movement (Castells 2004, van de Donk et al 2004) and the
environ men tal movement (Pickerill 2000). Further, some scholars argue that by
enabling values such as diversity, decentralisation, informality and grassroots
democracy rather than centralisation and hierarchy, information and
commu nication technologies seem to fit the ideological and organisational needs of
social movements (van de Donk et al 2004). Empirical studies of online activist
networks (Garrido and Halavais 2003, van Aelst and Walgrave 2004) have identified
central clusters as playing important connecting roles, but have not precisely
analysed how online activists communicate their vision, or whether their
hyperlinking strategies reflect significant organisational characteristics. In this
paper, we consider websites as actors and analyse their hyperlinking strategies
accordingly. We use conceptual tools from the social movement and organisation
theory literatures – frames and fields – to address both the symbolic and
organisational dimensions of online contestation. In particular, we show how
actors’ acceptance or rejection of emerging issues such as the contestation of
nanotechnology bring the network’s divisions into relief.

1.1 Nanotechnolog y: cornucopia or dystopia?
Nanotechnology currently represents a textbook illustration of the process whereby
emerging technologies are positioned as inherently desirable or as economically
and strategically necessary by government, business and academic actors. This
increased public profile raises debates concerning the manner in which
technological progress affects the natural world in ever - more fundame ntal ways.
While nano - proponent s describe a brave new world of scientific challenges and
opportu nities that will bring about increased food yields, improved energy
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production and novel consumer goods, some acknowledge substantial uncertainties
about unexpected risks. Critics emphasise these, such as the unknown long- term
health and environmental effects of nano - particles for living organisms, or the fact
that nano - composites are non - biodegradable and therefore more difficult to
recycle.

1.2 Frames and fields
The term frames comes from the social psychology of Goffman (1974: 21) who
described them as “schemata of interpretation” which enable individuals to “locate,
perceive, identify and label” occurences within their life and the wider world. By
rendering events meaningful, frames function to organise experience and guide
collective or individual action (Benford et al. 1986). They allow for a social problem
to be legitimately identified and addressed, perhaps as the basis for future
collective action. Without “shared meanings and definitions that people bring to
their situation” it is unlikely that actors will form a collective identity and
permanen tly join forces (McAdam et al 1996). The proliferation of issues such as
environ men talism which are apparently not related to a particular social class
(which previously provided a natural base for activists) is held to mean that social
movements address broader and more diverse audiences, but also have to invest
more in discursive struggles (Rucht 2004). In particular, activists need to bridge
public political discourse and their target audience’s experiential knowledge of the
everyday, integrating them in a coherent frame (Gamson 1995). Our use of text
analysis enables us to confirm the existence of semantic clusters forming distinct
environ men tal framing processes.
In the course of their attempt to bring closer together social movement and
organisation theories, McAdam and Scott (2005) observe that studies of structure
need to be augmente d by greater attention to structuration. They propose as central
the notion of a historically constituted organisational field in which dominants or
challengers put forward institutional logics; and in which mobilising mechanisms
and destabilising events or processes induce contention and change. We are
proposing to incorporate this diachronic dimension in our discussion of
environ men tal hyperlink networks by distinguishing actors according to the length
of their presence in the network. From an organisational standpoint, there are
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obviously major differences, in the offline world, between, first, transnational social
movement organisations such as Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth, which
comprise federations of national chapters, have several million members, and
organise global campaigns (Anheier and Themudo 2002); second, grassroots
organisations such as the Environmental Justice group Green Action, who only has
a few members; and third, what Diani (2001) calls “transnational advocacy
networks”, organisations such as the Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition or the Action
Group on Erosion, Technology and Concentration (ETC Group), who have, beyond a
core number of activists, no members at all. Yet since these organisations, once
they are situated online, use identical computing protocols, have essentially similar
appearances, and are all equally retrievable from anywhere in the world, we have
elected to not classify them according to their offline institutional status.

1.3 Methods and Data
The analysis in this paper is based on a new dataset, the construction of which is
described fully in Ackland et al (2006). Purpose - built software called Uberlink
(Ackland, 2006), which is a component of the Virtual Observatory for the Study of
Online Networks (VOSON) web- based software environment
(http: / / v o s o n.anu.edu.au), was used to construct an activist connectivity database
(ACD). The ACD records and categorises the URLs of the web pages that either link
to or are linked to by a given set of 162 activist group homepages (known as the
“seed set”). The fields (or columns) in the ACD are meta data about the web pages
collected using both automatic and manual methods. The automatically- collected
data are of two types. First, we collect data from the domain names of the internet
sites that are hosting the pages - we collected this data for all pages in the ACD. In
particular, we record “generic” TLDs (e.g. .com, .edu) and “country code” TLDs (e.g.
.au, .uk). The second form of data that is collected automatically is a summary of
the text content of the pages in the seed set.
For each of the seed sites, we also manually collected data for four additional fields:
country of origin (where this couldn’t be determined by the country TLD), “type” of
environ men tal group (environmental - bio, environmental - global, environmental toxic), age of site, and amount of text content on the website that focuses on the
issue of nanotechnology. The most important (from the point of view of network
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analysis) data collected by the software is hyperlinks between pages. We know for a
given page i in our database, what other pages page i links to (via hyperlinks) and
what pages (in our database) link to page i and thus we are thus able to construct a
web graph with web pages represente d as nodes and hyperlinks represented as
directional edges.
A final aspect of the data collection and processing that needs highlighting relates
to the unit of analysis. While the unit of data collection is “the page” (each
observation or row in the database represents a unique web page), the unit of
analysis is a meaningful aggregation of pages, which we refer to as “a page group”.
The reason for using page groups as the unit of analysis is that we wish to conduct
network analysis where the nodes in the networks are organisations, rather than
web pages (if organisation x has 100 pages from its web site contained in the ACD,
we want this organisation to be represented by a single node in a network map, not
100 nodes). For most cases, all pages from a given domain were placed in the same
page group (and hence the concept of page group is equivalent to a website),
however it is possible to construct page groups containing pages from multiple
domains. The process of constructing page groups is described more fully in
Ackland et al. (2006)

2. Three environmental frames: global, toxics, bio
The news values and scheduling requirements of media organisations, including the
high turnover of news and easy access to sources, both of which are readily
provided by government s and corporations, enhance the idea that State politics are
more legitimate than the non - State variety (Rodgers 2003). Against the Statecentric norms promoted by most mass media, activists advocate an international
conception of the public good. The non - State collective actors in our sample thus
share a common desire to protect the natural environment, and a common framing
of nature in terms of purity, morality and fragility (Levidow 2000). However, clear
dialectal divergences, possibly reflecting differences in values and ideologies
between groups, are apparent. To unpack these environmental dialects, we refer to
Benford and Snow’s (1986, 2000) notion of “diagnostic frames” (used for problem
identification and attribution) and “prognostic frame” (answering the question:
what is to be done?).
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As described in Ackland et al (2006), our text analysis is based on colocations which
are extracted from the homepage of the seed sites in our sample using Link Parser. 1
In the following paragraphs, we provide an interpretation of the collected discourse:
though our allocation of terms into the diagnostic or prognostic framing camp is
arbitrary, their frequency is not, and we trust that any misallocation of terms will
be offset by their overall relevance to each of our categories. We have limited the
text sample to word pairs that occurred at least three times; the number of
occurrences is indicated in brackets after each colocation.

[See Annex A1 for full list of colocations]

2.1 Environ m e n t al - global frame
The diagnostic frames put forward by this subgroup of sites are articulated aroun d
the central notion of the destruction of the global environment, which takes many
forms such as climate /c ha nge (22), the impact on public/ health (5),
natural / r es o urces (4), ancient / f orest s (4) and air/quality (3) as well as the existence
of extinction / h o t s p o t s (3). These problems stem from oil/addiction (5),
greenhou se / e mis sions (4), fossil/fuels (3) and the responsible entities are
human / ac tivities (4) and major /co m p a nies (4). The prognostic frame is to
take/ action (10) by suppor ting local/com m u nities (6), civil/society (5),
protected / a r eas (5), indigenous / p e o ples (4), public/lands (3), energy/indepen de nce
(3) and renewable / energy (3), wildlife/conservation (3) and to reduce / e missions (3)
so as to improve air/quality (3). This will be achieved through soliciting / d o na tio ns
(3) so as to finance / p r ogra m s (3), helping to find / s olutions (3).

2.2 Environ m e n t al - bio fram e
Groups in the “bio” subgroup are focused on farmers who are the embodiment of
traditional / k nowledge (11): we find farming / f a milies (3), small/far mer s (3),
peasants / f a r m e r s (3), farming / activists (3), help /f ar m s (3) and farmers / f eel (3).
These organisations are concerned with commercial issues such as trade / dis p u t e(s)
(5), trade / war(s) (5) and with commercial entities such as
1 http://www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link/
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multinational /cor por ations (4) which exercise corporate / p ower (3), dominate the
global /syste m (3) through the use of patent(s)/law(s) (4), and make
misleading /claims (3). In particular, businesses want to conduct field/ trials (6),
introduce engineered / cr o p s (6) and modified / o rga nis m s (5) which could be used as
animal /feed (4) or appear in engineered / f oo d (3), all of which compromise
food / s ecu rity (5) and food / s afety (4). The solution is to encourage fair/tr a de (7) and
agrarian / r efor m (7) but this must be genuine / r efor m (6). Protecting farmers against
the corporate onslaught may necessitate the wholesale rejection of these dangerous
innovations: we find safety/ ba ns (5), national / ba n s (5), keep / ba n s (3).

2.3 Environ m e n t al - toxics frame
For members of the toxics subgroup, the injustice being committed has to do with
the prevalence of toxic/che micals (6) in the world, which have negative
consequences for environmental / h e alth (4) such as the chemical /b u r de n (4) which
individuals have to carry. In particular, waste / se n t (3) out from factories is
being / d u m p e d (3) unfairly on community / gro u p s (4) which are already socioeconomically disadvantaged. The solution is to improve waste / m a n age me nt (8),
which means modifying waste / p r actices (5) and management / p r a ctices (5), as well
as insuring that adequate press / c overage (3) is given to these issues.

3. Hyperlink capital distribution
3.1 Hyperlink composition
By creating outgoing hyperlinks actors define who is part of the network; by
receiving incoming hyperlinks actors are legitimated as part of the network. Figure
1 shows the overall network map, which is drawn using the LinLogLayout force directed graphing layout of Noack (2004, 2005). 2 In order to reduce the number of
nodes shown in the map (and thus facilitate interpretation), the map only includes
the seed sites and other nodes with a degree (indegree plus outdegree) greater than
or equal to 10 (thus the map only shows those sites that are in some sense
“importan t”). The figure demonstr ates a clear division between an environmental global cluster and an environmental - bio cluster – the environmental - toxics
2 See Ackland et al. (2006) for more details on our use of the LinLogLayout algorithm.
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subgroup being situated in a fragmented and outlying position (four Pesticide
Action Network sites act as brokers between this third group and the rest of the
network).
[Figure 1 about here]
Figures 2- 4 are “bilateral” maps – they show the connections between subgroups of
seed sites (where two subgroupings are shown in each map) and do not include any
non - seed sites. Figures 2 and 3 show that the environmental - bio subgroup and
environ men tal - toxics subgroup have many connections to the dominant
environ men tal - global subgroup whilst Figure 4 shows that these two smaller
subgroup s have relatively few connections to each other: were the Pesticide Action
Network sites to be removed, they would have practically none.
[Figures 2- 4 about here]
The composition of the hyperlinks being made by the seed sites offers a tabular
confirmation of the manner in which the three subgroups are distinguishing or
defining themselves by their choice of outlinks. In Table 1, the composition of seed
site - to- seed site links is shown. The environmental - bio and environmental - global
groups show a strong tendency towards linking to their own groups; 60 percent of
links made by environmental - bio seed sites to other seeds are made are to other
environ men tal - bio groups while for the environmental - global group this tendency
towards inlinking is even higher, at 81 percent. However environmental - toxics do
not show a tendency towards “assortative linking” - 54 percent of their links to
other seeds are to sites in the environmental - global group, while only 32 percent of
their links to other seeds are back to their own group. Overall, sites in the
environ men tal - bio and environmental - toxics groups show a greater tendency to
link to the environmental - global group, while the environmental - global sites tend
to link to one another.
[Table 1 about here]
In Table 2, the composition of all links made by the seed sites (not just links to
other seeds) is shown, with links classified according to generic TLD. While
environ men tal - global and environmental - toxics groups predominantly link to
“.orgs”, the top recipient of links from environmental - bio groups are “.com” sites,
reflecting the presence of farms, cooperatives and organic growing interests in this
subgroup.
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[Table 2 about here]
The composition of links by country of origin of recipient site is quite consistent
across the three groups with each group linking predominantly to sites from the
UK, followed by US- based sites (Table 3). Note, however, that the majority of links
from the seed sites were to sites for which we could not automatically classify the
country of origin (because the country TLD was not supplied in the hostname) and
it is to be expected that many of the “unknown” sites are in fact US- based.
Differences amongst the three groups only emerge in regards to the third - ranked
country in terms of receiving links: for environmental - bio this country is Canada,
for environ mental - global it is Australia and German sites are the recipients of the
third highest number of links from environmental - toxics seed sites.
[Table 3 about here]

3.2 Hyperlink counts
Counts of inbound hyperlinks are said to indicate visibility (Vreeland 2000), trust
(Davenport & Cronin 2000), or topic authority (Brin & Page 1998, Kleinberg 1999).
According to Thelwall (2006) this diversity means that there can be no current
Theory of Linking. We thus propose instead a principle: receiving hyperlinks is a
form of endorsement, something to be sought out even when appearing to be
disinterested. This stems from two facts: first, retrievability online is absolute - any
page is accessible from any computer, whilst visibility (the pages people actually
see) is relative (Hindman et al. 2003). Second, the principal interest of activist
groups on the net (as of any online actor) is to increase traffic to their sites, as
increased traffic means increased “eyeballs” which may translate into increased
support, financial or otherwise. The amount of web traffic on a site is highly
correlated with the number of inbound hyperlinks which point to that site from the
rest of the web. Hyperlink affiliation networks operate as a function of the
credibility among websites and the desire to augment this credibility: websites
perceived as highly credible obtain more links than others (Park et al. 2001).
[See Annex A2 for list of top 40 sites with highest indegree]
Being the recipient of numerous hyperlinks represents a form of power which we
call hyperlink capital (O’Neil and Ackland 2006b). We define organisations with high
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indegree and high indegree / o u t d egree ratio as central or successful. At the group level, the environmental - global subgroup has the highest number of inbound links,
with each site in this subgroup receiving on average nearly 90 hyperlinks from
other sites (Table 4). This compares with 70 links per site for the environmental toxics group and only around 50 links per site for the environmental - bio group.
The ratio of the number of inbound links to the number of outbound links is a
measure of “how hard” a site is working to achieve its online visibility: a site that
makes few links but receives many is more successful (with regards to online
visibility) than a site that is pointing to many other sites, but receives few
hyperlinks in return. By this measure, the environmental - global and
environ men tal - toxics groups are roughly equivalent with each site on average
making around two hyperlinks for each hyperlink it receives. The environmental bio groups are less successful in this respect, making on average three hyperlinks
for each hyperlink they receive.
[Table 4 about here]
The aggregate measures in Table 4 point to the environmental - global group as
being more successful with regards to inbound hyperlink counts. This conclusion is
strengthened when one considers the quintile distribution of indegrees (Table 5)
where environmental - global sites are clearly over - represented in the upper tail of
the indegree distribution. While environmental - global sites account for 56.2
percent of the sample of 162 seed sites, 71.2 percent of the top quintile of sites
(when ranked according to indegree) hail from this group. Constituted of
transnational groups which correspon d more to the profile of NGOs than of radical
grassroot outfits, these organisations (such as Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth,
Rainforest Action Network, Worldwatch, etc.), are well- established and wellconnected, benefit from high name - recognition and run high- profile campaigns. In
contrast, the environmental - bio group is under - represented in the top quintile:
only 12.5 percent of top - ranked sites (in terms of indegree) are from this group,
compared with their 29.6 percent representation in the entire sample.
[Table 5 about here]

3.3 Networ k evolution
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Though members of activist networks by definition strive for social change, some
may act conservatively when they become more institutionalised. Earlier studies
found that large environmental groups did not link to each other (van de Donk and
Foederer 2001). This absence of external links among environmental organisations,
perhaps indicating a thematic or territorial competition for website visitors and
potential donators, was confirmed by a later study of anti - globalisation groups (van
Aelst and Walgrave 2004) which determined that amongst a sample of 17 sites, only
that of Friends of the Earth did not have external links. As we have shown, this is
no longer the case. However 24 percent of Greenpeace - International’s 244 outlinks
are to Greenpeace websites; whilst 10 percent of Friends of the Earth - United States’
419 outlinks are to Friends of the Earth websites. This is, of course, in marked
contrast to high- profile environmen tal - bio groups such as Food First and the
Centre for Food Safety, who have no affiliates to link to.
Whilst sites that are estimated to have existed for 7 or more years comprise only
one third of the sample of 162 sites, nearly 80 percent of the sites in the top
quintile (ranked by indegree) are in this grouping (see Table 6). This indicates that
older sites are clearly over - represented among the most visible (in terms of
indegree). Prominent nodes are established players who have more resources and
are long - term users of the internet, in apparent confirmation of the preferential
attach men t model proposed by physical scientists (Barabàsi 2002): the rich get
richer, because newer entrants are inclined to link to already well- connected actors,
thereby increasing these incumbents’ advantage.
[Table 6 about here]
Sixty- six percent of environmental - bio groups established websites between three
and six years ago, and only 17 percent seven or more years ago; the proportion of
older environ mental - global and environmental - toxics groups is significantly higher
(43.5 percent for the former and 30.4 percent for the latter). Environmental - bio
groups are newer entrants on the network; because of the tendency of actors to
“attach preferentially”, these groups’ inbound / o u t b o u n d ratio is low, they lack
“stickiness” and must work harder to obtain indegrees (see Table 4).
[Table 7 about here]
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4. Emergence of nanotechn olog y - opposition in the
environm ental field
The reference to fields in organisation theory was partly inspired by neoinstitutionalism (Powell and DiMaggio 1991) and in particular by the concept of
institutional logics - a set of material practices and symbolic constructions
(Friedland and Alford 1991) which provide organizing principles for specific
institutional domains. Obviously the internet environment is quite different to the
offline world examined by organisation theory. Yet the notion that actors follow
rules (or attempt the rewrite the rules) in order to gain advantage, much like players
in a game, operates in many different contexts. In the words of Victor Turner fields
are “an ensemble of relationships between actors antagonistically oriented to the
same prizes or values” (Turner 1974: 135). In the case of activists, Della Porta and
Diani (2006: 157) observe that “even though alliance - building seems a generally
sensible and desirable option, in practice, however, interorganisational
relationship s can vary markedly in both content and intensity”. The institutional
logics of online environmental activist networks can be summarised as the quest to
impose the definition of the gravest threat confronting the environment (e.g. global
issues such as global warming, biotechnology, or pollutants); in other words,
groups seek to present their diagnostic frames as the most legitimate.

4.1 The diffusion of a new stake on the field
According to Bourdieu (1995), fields are characterised by a dialectic of distinction
which ensures the constant production of change as new actors enter and attemp t
to make their mark on the field: this process can generate orthodoxies and heresies,
that is to say strategies of conservation (on the part of incumbents) and subversion
(on the part of challengers). The diffusion approach to this phenome no m studies it
as the spread of innovative practices and discourses within a social system (Strang
& Soule 1998, Crane 1999). In the context of social movements, this process has
been defined as “tactical” (Soule 2004), as the spread between “initiator” and “spin off” movements (McAdam 1995), whilst Tarrow (1989) had previously argued that
competition between social movement organisations generates diffusion of protest
tactics as groups seek to outbid each other.
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In the case of nanotechnology - opposition a leadership role has been taken by four
groups: Organic Consumers (environmental - bio), Environmental Defense and
Greenpeace UK (environmental - globals) each give a significant amount of space to
the issue, usually by devoting a specific page or set of pages to it. However it is the
Canadian Action Group on Erosion, Technology and Concentration or ETC Group
(environ men tal - bio) which has been at the forefront of the diffusion of the anti nanotechnology framing process. For example, on April 12, 2006, the first piece of
information (situated at the top of the homepage) on the ETC website was the
following item:
ETC Quote – “This really raises a bunch of interesting questions, since the
public has been told that nano will cure diseases, not cause them.” - David
Rejeski, director of the Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies at the
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, responding to news about
the first health - related nanotech product recall (by German government).
Washington Post, 6 April 2006. (ETC Group)
The ETC Group does not limit itself to prominent website framing of the issue: it
has also engaged in a continuous production of critical reports on the potential
perils of nanotechnology which have been widely cited and reproduced over the
field and have earned it the sixth position in our sample in terms of indegrees. The
ETC Group has carved out for itself a position as the central nano - opposition hub,
but are its diffusion efforts successful? This success can be assessed by searching
whether the specific terms used by the Group to frame the issue have been picked
up by other groups. The ETC Group has taken a leadership role when it comes to
the introduction of negative nano - framing words such as “atomtech” and
“nanotoxicity” (ETC 2003). Taking the view that an organisation’s homepage
summarises its agenda, represents its window to the world and is more significant
than possibly interesting information buried deep within a site, we searched the
text content of all the homepages in our sample. We found no occurrences of this
vocabulary: these words have not yet enjoyed the success of “frankenfood”, which
accomplished an important negative framing function for anti - biotech activists
(Hellsten 2003, Thelwall and Price 2006).
What mechanis ms enable the success of issue diffusion? In the case of internal
contagion models (where innovations are produced within the field) an importan t
factor is the number of prior adopters, forming a critical mass that makes
13

additional efforts worthwhile (Granovetter 1978, Macy 1991). For complex
contagions to spread, multiple sources of activation are required since contact with
a single active individual is not enough to trigger adoption (Centola and Macy
2006). At present, more sources will be necessary for the nano - theme to acquire a
critical mass and spread widely over the network.
An examination of the manner in which the issue is being deployed across the
activist environmental network produces apparently contradictory results between
the length of the issue’s presence in the network and the length of the network
presence of its main proponent s, the environmental - bio groups. Environmental - bio
groups are the most engaged with the nanotech issue: 34 percent of these sites
have “some” or “substantial” nanotech content on their sites, compared with an
average of 20 percent of all sites (Table 8). Thirteen percent of environmental - bio
sites have substantial nanotech content - this is nearly double the proportion of
sites in the whole sample who have substantial nanotech content.
[Table 8 about here]
There appears to be some correlation between age in the network and nanotech
content (Table 9). Of the sites estimated to be running for 1- 2 year, none have
substantial nanotech content (compared with around 7- 8 percent of sites older
than 1- 2 years). Nearly one quarter of sites aged 7 years and above have “some” or
“substantial” nanotech content, compared with an average of around 20 percent of
all sites in the sample. This apparent contradiction can be explained by positing
that absolute beginners on the network are likely to concentrate on their core
issue(s) while those newer entrants who have relatively more experience are likely
to want to expand their issue repertoire. In the following section, we review in more
detail how each subgroup is dealing with the issue of nanotechnology.
[Table 9 about here]

4.2 Actor responses to the nanotechnolog y issue
4.2.1 Global groups: inclusion in repertoire of issues
At present, there are relatively few environmental - global groups focusing on
nanotechnology (16.3 percent show “some” or “substantial” interest – see Table 8).
It is probable that these groups will not be unduly affected by the rise of the nano -
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theme: on the contrary, this frame’s “taking off” will only strengthen their position
as the dominant player of the environmental movement. This is because major
players will deal with a new stake such as nanotechnology by simply adding it to
their wide- ranging and evolutionary portfolio of issues and campaigns. For
example, Greenpeace International lists the following campaigns on its homepage:
“Stop climate change; Save our seas; Protect ancient forests; Demand Peace and
Disarma me n t; Say no to genetic engineering; Eliminate toxic chemicals; End the
nuclear threat; Encourage sustainable trade” (Greenpeace International 2006).
Transnational organisations such as Greenpeace need to mobilise large
membership s, so as to raise resources to support their professional bodies: they
seek to address causes which will attract a widespread consensus among public
opinion (Diani 2001). Hence the need to be open to new themes which could
potentially broaden their appeal. The opposition to nanotechnology could be dealt
with in a variety of ways by transnational environmental organisations: either by
integrating it into their core discourse and web presence (i.e., mentioning the issue
on websites alongside other campaigns); or by coopting it through the creation of
specialised affiliate sites, in the same manner that sites focusing on biotechnology
were launched by Greenpeace (The True Food Network) and Friends of the Earth
(Bite Back, GMO- free Europe); or by joining major stand - alone campaigns (such as
the current Campaign Against Climate Change).

4.2.2 Bio groups: bridging mechanis ms (creation of an “atomfood” or “nuclearfood”
master frame?)
Why is the nano - opposition theme more widespread in the bio group (34 percent
show “some” or “substantial” interest – see Table 8)? Thematically, there are
obvious similarities between the portrayal of biotech as likely to cause irreversible
and unpredictable damage, the resistance to becoming dependent upon
multinational companies and the calls for a moratorium which anti - biotech
activists have historically put forward (Levidow 2000) on the one hand, and activist
discourse on nanotechnology (ETC Group 2003) on the other. Structurally, antibiotech activists are new entrants on the field and are more likely to link to new
related issues than more established players, in order to challenge the incumben ts’
ability to define the legitimate principles of the division of the field (Bourdieu
1985). In framing process terms (Benford and Snow 2000), challengers are more
15

likely to engage in frame bridging (connecting the unconnected) or frame extension
(extending an organisation’s reach beyond their primary interests). As will be made
clear below, by “incumbents” we mean the subgroup which (until the emergence of
the environmental - bio subgroup) were the leading challengers to the dominant
environ men tal - global group, that is to say the environmental - toxics subgroup.
We surmise that if the opposition to nanotechnology is to diffuse widely in the
environ men tal - bio group it will occur through the connection to a master frame
which has served this group well in the past: that of food. This would enable
activists to overcome an obvious communication problem – the fact that no obvious
defining and catalysing moment has occurred to move the topic of nanotechnology
onto the public agenda.
This is because nanotechnology is not a stand - alone phenomenon. Consumer s will
not buy a “nanotechnology product” but rather a product developed or enhanced
through nanotechnology: the term functions as a catch - all category, embracing
many varied disciplines. It is this pervasiveness which renders the task of
opposition difficult, as there is no single symbol to attach meaning to. In addition,
the forces promoting the nanotechnology industry appear to have learnt some
lessons from the GMO controversy, proving more adept at fighting negative
headlines through a concerted campaign of transparency, public information, and
the establish ment of research working groups such as that set up for the Australian
Prime Minister’s Science, Engineering and Innovation Council, or PMSEIC (2005).
Which products are “nano”? Industrial secrecy as to production processes make it
hard to know. This is where an increase in the mobilisation capacity of a frame
would be useful, as the larger the range of problems covered by a frame, the larger
the number of social groups which can be addressed (Gerhards and Rucht 1992).
Master frames can be characterised by their broad interpretative scope, inclusivity,
flexibility and cultural resonance - and by the fact that they are adopted by two or
more distinctive movements (Benford and Snow 2000).
The master frame of food having been tampered with somehow (combined in
Europe with the fear of BSE) explains the popular resistance to biotech. This
resonance in multiple contexts can be attributed to the fact that for many
consu mers a potentially toxic ingestable element represents a more intimate threat
than a diffuse menace such as air or water pollution. The earliest application of
nanotechnology to food production could be in the realm of packaging, as
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integrated nano - sensors will identify when food is spoilt; the technology also
promises much in terms of growing food (small particles of fertilizer are more easy
for plants to absorb). Finally, there are plans to produce nano - rice in Thailand and
nano - cheese in the Netherlands (Fetter 2005). If environmental - bio groups can
emulate the successes of the “frankenfood” campaign, which framed biotechnology
in terms of unethical scientific behaviour and unnatural tampering with life
(Hellsten 2003), a critical threshold of engaged organisations might be reached and
the nanotechnology industry would then face some stiff resistance.

4.2.3 Toxics groups: lack of interest?
This subgroup comprises both Environmental Justice activists and Not in My
Backyard (NIMBY) organisations (Szasz 1994), who tend to protest against healh
risks to local residents, identified on the basis of ethnicity (for Environmental
Justice) or as families and communities (NIMBY). One would assume that
organisations primarily concerned about pollutants and toxicity would eagerly
jump on the nanotechnology bandwagon, as a way to remain relevant and enrich
their list of grievances. However, this has not been the case at all. On the contrary,
environ men tal - toxics organisations are the least interested in the issue (only 13
percent show “some” or “substantial” interest – see Table 8). Why is this so? A
decade ago, Manuel Castells (2004 [1997]: 190) wrote that Environmental Justice, as
an “all- encompassing notion that affirms the use value of life, of all forms of life,
against the interests of wealth, power, and technology, is gradually capturing minds
and policies, as the environmental movement enters a new phase of developmen t”.
On the internet at any rate, historical evolution has not unfolded in the manner
Castells envisaged: the environmental - toxics subgroup occupies a marginal
position. The nano - theme is mostly associated to the environmental - bio subgrou p,
a relative newcomer which has - so to speak - “overtaken” the environmental toxics subgroup by portraying GM products as contaminants threatening nature
and society, replacing, in the process, the environmental - toxics subgroup as
primary challengers to the dominant environmental - global subgroup.
Environmental - toxics groups are therefore understan dably reluctant to link to
these successful competitors (see Figure 4). But the opposition also operates at the
ideological level: Environmental Justice activists are fearful that in the future
genetics and genomics will be used to individualise the focus of environmental
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health analyses and interventions (Shostak 2004). As an activist declared to Shostak
(2004: 550): “genetics (...) shift the focus away from polluters, it shifts the focus
away from a common and shared environment, and puts it back on the individual”.
Environmental Justice represents the attempt s of urbanised poor people, often
members of ethnic minorities, to resist being made the target of environmental
discrimination. In contrast, the contestation of biotechnology allowed activists –
generally held to issue from the ranks of the educated urban middle class (Crossley
2003) – to reconnect to their ancestral roots by forming an unusual alliance with
farmers, and by focusing on individualised and pleasurable practices – the
consu m p tion of distinctive products, such as organic food, comes to mind here. 3 On
the borderless internet, and in activist networks, class distinctions still have a role
to play.

5. Conclusion
Activists seek to “redefine as unjust or immoral what was previously seen as
unfortu na te but perhaps tolerable” (Tarrow 1994: 122). They attempt to achieve
this aim by a process of “frame alignment” between interpretative orientations, so
that individual interests, values and beliefs and social movement organisation
activities, goals and ideology become congruent and complementary (Benford and
Snow 1986). In short, they seek to link the everyday to broader issues of equality,
solidarity and injustice (Buechler 1993, Pellow 1999). But differences exist precisely
as to what constitutes the “everyday”, and the social problems it generates. The
contestation of nanotechnology highlights the existence of a structural hole
between two important subgroups of the environmental activist network. Structural
holes, we are told, have one purpose: to be filled. But the social and ideological
divides separating these subgroups may make a connection impossible. However
this fragmentation does not result in a weakening of the network. Gerlach (1999:
96) notes that it is precisely the great diversity of the environmental movement
which has made it hard to suppress, as this diversity affords “maximum
penetration of, and recruitment from, different socioeconomic and sub - cultural
groups, contributes to a system of reliability through redundancy, duplication, and
3 The brokerage position of the Pesticide Action Network websites can thus be explained by the fact that opposition to
pesticides represents a link between the individual and community spheres.
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overlap, maximises adaptive variation through diversity of participants and
purposes, and encourages social innovation and problem solving”. The structural
role of new stakes such as the contestation of nanotechnology on the
environ men tal activist network is to aid in the generation and regeneration of
divisions, thereby contributing to the network’s robustness.
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Table 1: Composition (activist classification) of links to other seed sites
Environmental

Environmen tal

Environmen tal

Bio

Global

Toxics

All
100.

Environmental Bio
Environmental

60.2

33.0

6.9

0
100.

Global
Environmental

12.3

81.0

6.7

0
100.

Toxics

14.4

54.1

31.5

0
100.

All

26.3

63.0

10.7

0

Table 2: Composition (generic TLD classification) of links to all sites
Tota
1st

2nd

3rd

com

org

gov

Other

Unknown

l

Environmental
Bio

100.
41.3

36.7

4.5

org

com

gov

8.6

8.8

0

Environmental
Global

100.
48.1

27.8

5.9

org

com

gov

8.5

9.8

0

Environmental
Toxics

100.
All

45.3
org

32.6
com

5.3
gov

8.1

8.8

0
100.

44.8

31.8

5.5

8.5

9.4

0
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Table 3: Composition (country of origin) of links to all sites
2nd

Environmental

1st
United

3rd

Other

Bio

Kingdom

United States Canada

Unknown

Total

100.
11.1
Environmental

United

Global

Kingdom

2.5

2.3

12.2

72.0

0

United States Australia
100.
7.6

Environmental

United

Toxics

Kingdom

3.7

2.5

12.5

73.7

0

United States Germany
100.
7.0

5.7

1.9

10.3

75.2

0

United
All

Kingdom

United States Canada
100.
8.4

3.6

1.9

12.6

73.4

0

Table 4: Hyperlink counts
Number of

Number of

outboun d

inbound

Ratio of

Number of

links per

links per

inboun d to

sites

site

site

outbou n d

Environmental Bio
Environmental

47

147.6

48.1

0.33

Global
Environmental

92

182.1

85.7

0.47

23
162

138.7
165.9

69.6
72.5

0.50
0.44

Toxics
All

Table 5: Quintile distribution of hyperlink indegree, by activist group type
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

All

Environmental
Bio
Environmental

36.4

45.5

25.0

28.1

12.5

29.6

Global
Environmental

54.5

39.4

50.0

65.6

71.9

56.2

Toxics

9.1
100

15.2
100

25.0
100

6.3
100

15.6
100

14.2
100

25

Table 6: Quintile distribution of hyperlink indegree, by time in the network
Q1
1- 2 years
3- 6 years
7+ years
Unknown

Q2

Q3

15.2
51.5
12.1
21.2
100.0

12.1
60.6
21.2
6.1
100.0

Q4

Q5

9.4
65.6
18.8
6.3
100.0

3.1
56.3
37.5
3.1
100.0

All
0.0
21.9
78.1
0.0
100.0

8.0
51.2
33.3
7.4
100.0

Table 7: Time in the network by activist classification
1- 2 years 3- 6 years 7+ years Unknown total
Environmental Bio
8.5
66.0
17.0
8.5
100.0
Environmental
Global
Environmental

8.7

41.3

43.5

6.5

100.0

Toxics
All

4.3
7.2

56.5
54.6

30.4
30.3

8.7
6.1

100.0
100.0

Table 8: Nanotech content by activist classification
None

Some

Environmental Bio
Environmental

63.8

Substantial Unknown total
21.3
12.8
2.1
100.0

Global
Environmental

82.6

10.9

5.4

1.1

100.0

Toxics
All

87.0
77.8

8.7
13.6

4.3
7.4

0.0
1.2

100.0
100.0

Table 9: Nanotech content by time in the network
None
1- 2 years
3- 6 years
7+ years
Unknown
All

Some
84.6
79.3
76.4
66.7
77.8

15.4
11.0
16.4
16.7
13.6

Substantial Unknown total
0.0
0.0
100.0
8.5
1.2
100.0
7.3
0.0
100.0
8.3
8.3
100.0
7.4
1.2
100.0
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Figure 1: LinLogLayout FDG of 355 nodes (node repulsion version, minimum degree:
10)
The figure shows links between Environmental - Global nodes (in blue),
Environmental - Bio nodes (in red) and Environmental - Toxics nodes (in green).
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Figure 2: LinLogLayout FDG of 135 nodes (node repulsion version)
The figure shows links between Environmental - Global nodes (in blue) and
Environmental - Bio nodes (in red).
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Figure 3: LinLogLayout FDG of 111 nodes (node repulsion version)
The figure shows links between Environmental - Global nodes (in blue) and
Environmental - Toxics nodes (in green).
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Figure 4: LinLogLayout FDG of 66 nodes (node repulsion version)
The figure shows links between Environmental - Bio nodes (in red) and
Environmental - Toxics nodes (in green).
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Annex A1: Colocation Frequency Count
Environmental Global
climate /c ha nge:22
take /action:10
press / r elease:9
local/com m u nities:6
public /health:5
civil/society:5
protected / a r ea s:5
oil/addiction:5
protest / sites:4
state /govern me nt s:4
human / a c tivities:4
nature / c on se rvation:4
precautionary / p rinciple:4
indigenous / p e o ples:4
proposed / c h a nges:4
major /co m pa nies:4
gas/e missions:4
natural / r eso urces:4
ancient /f orests:4
greenhouse / e mi ssio ns:4
environmental /i ssu es:4
social/cha nge:4
products /linke d:3
squatting / s p aces:3
human / d evelop men t:3
rights / r e se rved:3
energy/inde pen de nce:3
finance / p r ogra m s:3
diverting / m o ney:3
sewage / r ules:3
networking / o p p or t u nities:3
public /lands:3
renewable /e ne rgy:3
wildlife/conservation:3
world / p r ogra m s:3
find/ s olutions:3
extinction / h o ts po ts[!]:3
soliciting/ do n a tions:3
communities / a ffected:3
level/dro ppe d:3
lands / p r ojects:3
public /land:3
fossil/fuels:3
climate /i m p acts:3
air/quality:3
reduce / e missions:3
mounting /c oncern:3
air/laws:3

Environmental Bio
traditional / k n owledge:11
agrarian / r efo r m:7
fair /tra d e:7
field / trials:6
engineered / c r o p s:6
national/ s afety:6
genuine / r efor m:6
poultry /in d u s try:5
trade / d is p u te:5
safety /b a n s:5
public /interest:5
reveals /c ro p s:5
modified / o rga nisms:5
trade / wa r:5
national/ b a n s:5
food /s ec u rity:5
multinational /cor p o ra tio ns:4
local/security:4
fodder / m ai z e:4
animal /feed:4
commercial /g rowing:4
organic/fo o d:4
bird / flu:4
food /s afety:4
human / r igh t s:4
bans / m o dified:4
public / d o main:4
patent /law:4
corporate / p o wer:3
crop /varieties:3
food /sy ste m s:3
food /blockade d:3
grow/ mai ze:3
farming /f a milies:3
oilseed[!]/rape:3
products / p h a r m a ceu ticals:3
food /e ngineered:3
press / r elease:3
small/far me rs:3
global /syste m:3
being / m a ni p ulate d:3
misleading /claims:3
peasan ts / f a r m e rs:3
worldwide /cr o p s:3
finance /ca m p aign s:3
food /sy ste m:3
sold / b reed ers:3
approved /f o o d s:3
keep / b a n s:3
farming / activists:3
involving /o rganism s:3
organic/ m ai ze:3
help /far m s:3
farmers / f eel:3

Environment al Toxics
waste / m a n age me n t:8
press / r elease:7
toxic/chemicals:6
waste / p r actices:5
managemen t / p r a ctices:5
environme n tal / h e alth:4
commu nity /g r o u p s:4
chemical/b u r d e n:4
rubbish / b eing:3
press / coverage:3
disguise / p r o p o se d:3
health / risks:3
suggesting /f alsification:3
pest /co n tr ol:3
air/ per mits:3
waste /s e n t:3
being / d u m p e d:3
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Annex A2: Top 40 seed sites by pagegroup indegree

URL
http: / / www.worldwatch.org /
http: / / www.ran.org /
http: / / www.greenpeace.org /in ter n a
tional/
http: / / www.scorecard.org /
http: / / www.irn.org /
http: / / www.etcgroup.org /
http: / / www.nr dc.org /
http: / / www.foe.org /
http: / / www.wcs.org /
http: / / www.defenders.org /
http: / / www.iucn.org /
http: / / www.envirolink.org /
http: / / www.earthisland.org /i n d ex.
html
http: / / www.rachel.org /
http: / / www.sierraclub.org /
http: / / www.panna.org /
http: / / www.worldwildlife.org /
http: / / www.centerforfood safety.or
g/
http: / / www.iatp.org /
http: / / www.environmen taldefen se.
org/
http: / / www.seashe phe r d.org /
http: / / www.svtc.org /
http: / / www.space4peace.org /
http: / / www.foei.org /
http: / / www.soilassociation.org /
http: / / www.greenpeace.org.br /
http: / / www.ciel.org /
http: / / www.wilderness.org /
http: / / www.mst.org.br /
http: / / www.enn.com /
http: / / www.wedo.org /
http: / / www.panda.org /
http: / / www.wri.org/
http: / / www.foe.co.uk /
http: / / www.ucsusa.org /
http: / / www.earthjustice.org /
http: / / www.genewatch.org /
http: / / www.wrm.org.uy /
http: / / www.greenpeace.org / u s a /
http: / / www.a misdelaterre.org /

Title
Worldwatch Institute
Rainforest Action Network

Type
E- G
E- G

Age
7+ years
7+ years

Country
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Nano
Some
None

indeg_p
g
415
343

Greenpeace International
Scorecard
International Rivers Project
Action Group on Erosion,
Technology and Corrosion
Natural Resources Defence
Council
Friends of the Earth United States
Wildlife Conservation Society
Defenders of Wildlife
The World Conservation Union
The Online Environmen tal
Commu nity

E- G
E- T
E- G

3- 6 years
7+ years
7+ years

Netherland s
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

None
None
None

295
272
260

E- B

3- 6 years

Canada

Subst.

259

E- G
E- G
E- G
E- G
E- G

7+
7+
7+
7+
7+

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Switzerland

Some
None
None
None
None

259
251
248
224
210

E- G

7+ years

U.S.A.

None

203

Earth Island Institute
Environmen tal Research
Foundation
Sierra Club
Pesticide Action Network - North
America
World Wildlife Fund United States

E- G

7+ years

U.S.A.

Some

200

E- T
E- G

7+ years
7+ years

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

None
Some

199
180

E- T
E- G

7+ years
7+ years

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Some
None

178
175

Center for Food Safety
Institute for Agriculture and
Trade Policy

E- B

3- 6 years

U.S.A.

None

172

E- G

7+ years

U.S.A.

None

171

Environmen tal Defense
Sea Shepherd Conservation
Society
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition
Global Network Against Weapons
and Nuclear Power in Space
Friends of the Earth International
Soil Association
Greenpeace Brazil
The Centre for International
Environmen tal Law
The Wilderness Society
Movimento dos Trabalhado res
Rurais Sem Terra (MST)
Environmen tal News Network
Women's Environ ment and
Develop ment Organisation
World Wildlife Fund International
World Resources Institute
Friends of the Earth United
Kingdom
Union of Concerned Scientists
Earth Justice
Genewatch UK
World Rainforest Movement
Greenpeace United States
Friends of the Earth France

E- G

3- 6 years

U.S.A.

Subst.

167

E- G
E- T

7+ years
7+ years

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

None
Some

164
163

E- T
E- G
E- B
E- G

3- 6 years
3- 6 years
7+ years
7+ years

U.S.A.
Netherland s
U.K.
Brazil

None
None
None
None

163
162
156
151

E- G
E- G

3- 6 years
7+ years

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

None
None

151
148

E- B
E- G

7+ years
7+ years

Brazil
U.S.A.

None
Subst.

146
143

E- G
E- G
E- G

7+ years
7+ years
7+ years

U.S.A.
Switzerland
U.S.A.

None
Some
None

136
135
135

E- G
E- G
E- G
E- B
E- G
E- G
E- G

7+ years
7+ years
7+ years
3- 6 years
Unknown
1- 2 years
3- 6 years

U.K.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.K.
Uruguay
U.S.A.
France

None
Some
None
None
None
None
None

129
126
126
119
118
118
117

years
years
years
years
years
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